
ECONOMICS STUDY NOTES: 

 

WEEK 1: SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

 A market is a group of buyers and sellers interacting to trade a good or service. 

 A market can be physical or virtual (paddy’s markets/ebay) 

Competitive Market: a market where there are so many buyers and sellers that none have a great 

effect on the market price of a good or service. 

Perfectly Competitive Market: To be perfectly competitive, a market must: 

1. Have a good offered that are homogenous – all exactly the same. 

2. Have so many buyers and sellers that none can influence the price 

Monopoly: Market with only one seller. 

Quantity Demanded: The amount of a good or service that buyers are willing and able to purchase. 

Law of Demand: Quantity demanded falls when price increases. P         D 

CETERIS PARIBUS: All things held constant (other than price) 

 

DEMAND: 

 The relationship between price and demand can be represented in two ways: 

1. Demand Schedule: 

 

 

2. Demand Curve: 

 Downward sloping due to negative 

relationship with price. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Market Demand: The sum of all individual demands for a particular good or service.  

Market Demand Curve: A market demand curve represents how the total quantity of a good 

demanded varies with the price of the good. 

 

MOVEMENTS ALONG THE CURVE: 

Change in Quantity Demanded:  

 Change in Price = movement along the curve (up or down) 

Change in Demand: 

 Change in Other Factor = 

shift in demand curve (left 

or right) 

1. Right = increase 

2. Left = decrease 

 

 

 

 

SHIFTS IN DEMAND CURVE: 

INCOME: 

1. Normal Good: Income increases = demand increases (Porsche, ferrari) 

- When income increases, demand for more luxurious items increase because people can 

afford them. 

2. Inferior Good: Income increases = demand decreases (homebrand items) 

- When income increases people buy less inferior items because they can afford more 

luxurious items. 

 

RELATED GOODS: 

1. Substitutes: Decrease in price of Good 1 = Decrease in demand of Good 2. 

- Pepsi and Coke. If the price of one product decreases more people will buy it instead of 

a substitute. 

2. Complements: Decrease in price of Good 1 = Increase in demand of Good 2. 

- Peanut Butter and Jelly. If the price of one product decreases then the demand for the 

complement will rise, as more people will buy the first but need the second as well. 

 Tastes, expectations, and number of buyers also affect the demand curve. 

 

 

 

 



SUPPLY: 

Quantity Supplied: The amount that sellers are willing and able to supply. 

Law of Supply: The quantity supplied of a good increases as price increases. S           P   

 Like Demand, supply can be represented in: 

1. Supply schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Supply curve: 

 Supply curve is upward sloping 

because supply has a positive 

relationship with price. 

 

Market Supply:  The total sum of all 

individual supplies for a good or service. 

Change in Quantity Supplied: A change 

in price, resulting in a movement along 

the supply curve. 

Change in Supply:  

1. INPUT: If input cost increases, supply decreases. 

2. TECHNOLOGY: Better technology with same input = increased supply 

3. EXPECTATIONS: If price is expected to rise, suppliers are likely to hold some supply 

4. NUMBER OF SELLERS: More suppliers = more supply 

 

SUMMARY:  

 Demand = price up, demand down 

 Supply = price up, supply up 

 Price = movement along curve 

 Other factors = shift of curve left or right (left = decrease, right = increase) 


